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Standing Requirements

Program Mission Statement

The goal of the BSET degree directly supports the ERAU vision statement, “Embry-Riddle will be the world’s

source for innovation and excellence in aerospace education and applied research.” Offering this degree via

the Worldwide Campus will make the ERAU education in engineering more accessible and affordable while

maintaining the high standards established throughout the University. Thus, it supports the ideal, “We will

be a one university system with a common mission and a commitment to high quality education, but with

three distinct campuses to this mission in different ways.” 

The BSET supports the Worldwide Campus ideal to "serve the adult student, providing distinct and unique

programs designed for students in their work environment, and promote continuing education” by offering a

mix of class times and modalities for courses by attracting the more traditional younger students to an

ERAU education who may not have the resources or the availability to attend the other campuses for a full

four years.

Finally, it addresses the core ideal for academic programs: “We will continue to capitalize on our core

competencies in aeronautical science and aerospace engineering, assuring that they are always on the

cutting edge of technology and innovation. We will also strengthen our other degree offerings and explore,

with faculty approval, new clusters of programs that are related to our mission, which can include but not be

limited to the following: engineering, aerospace sciences, etc.”

The mission of the BSET program is to provide students with a strong background and practical knowledge

in Engineering Technology. Course work is focused on the application of engineering principles.
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ERAU University Mission Statement 
Our mission is to teach the science, practice and business of aviation and 
aerospace, preparing students for productive careers1 and leadership roles in 
service around the world.2 
 
Our technologically enriched, student-centered environment3 emphasizes 
learning through collaboration and teamwork,4 concern for ethical and 
responsible behavior,5 cultivation of analytical6 and management abilities,7 
and a focus on the development of the professional skills needed for 
participation in a global community.8 We believe a vibrant future for aviation 
and aerospace rests in the success of our students. Toward this end, Embry-
Riddle is committed to providing a climate that facilitates the highest 
standards of academic achievement9 and knowledge discovery,10 in an 
interpersonal environment that supports the unique needs of each 
individual.11 Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University is the world's leader in 
aviation and aerospace education. The University is an independent, non-
profit, culturally diverse institution providing quality education and research 
in aviation, aerospace, engineering and related fields leading to associate’s, 
baccalaureate’s, master’s and doctoral degrees. 

Program Alignment to University Mission 
 

Select all that apply. 

• 1Preparing students for productive careers 
• 2Preparing students for leadership roles in service around the world 
• 3Technologically enriched environment 
• 4Emphasize learning through collaboration and teamwork 
• 5Concern for ethical and responsible behavior 
• 6Cultivate analytical abilities 
• 7Cultivate management abilities 
• 8Develop the professional skills needed for participation in a global community 
• 9Facilitating the highest standards of academic achievement 
• 10Facilitating knowledge discovery 
• 11Providing an interpersonal environment that supports the unique needs of each 

individual 
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Standing Requirements

Program Outcomes

Embry-Riddle General Education Competency Set (Copy 1)

General Education Competencies

Competency Mapping

Critical Thinking (DB, PC, WW)
The student will apply knowledge at the
synthesis level to define and solve problems
within professional and personal
environments.

Embry-Riddle General Education Competency Set:
Critical Thinking (DB, PC, WW)

Quantitative Reasoning (DB, PC, WW)
The student will demonstrate the use of
digitally-enabled technology (including
concepts, techniques and tools of
computing), mathematics proficiency &
analysis techniques to interpret data for the
purpose of drawing valid conclusions and
solving associated problems.

Embry-Riddle General Education Competency Set:
Quantitative Reasoning (DB, PC, WW)

Information Literacy (DB, PC, WW)
The student will conduct meaningful
research, including gathering information
from primary and secondary sources and
incorporating and documenting source
material in his or her writing.

Embry-Riddle General Education Competency Set:
Information Literacy (DB, PC, WW)

Communication (DB, PC, WW)
The student will communicate concepts in
written, digital and oral forms to present
technical and non-technical information.

Embry-Riddle General Education Competency Set:
Communication (DB, PC, WW)

Scientific Literacy (DB, PC, WW)
The student will be able to analyze scientific
evidence as it relates to the physical world
and its interrelationship with human values
and interests.

Embry-Riddle General Education Competency Set:
Scientific Literacy (DB, PC, WW)
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Cultural Literacy (DB, PC, WW)
The student will be able to analyze historical
events, cultural artifacts, and philosophical
concepts.

Embry-Riddle General Education Competency Set:
Cultural Literacy (DB, PC, WW)

Lifelong Personal Growth (WW Only)
The student will be able to demonstrate the
skills needed to enrich the quality of life
through activities which enhance and
promote lifetime learning.

Embry-Riddle General Education Competency Set:
Lifelong Personal Growth (WW Only)

WW_BS Engineering Technology Outcome Set

Outcome

Outcome Mapping

PO#1 Discipline Tools
The student will select and apply the
knowledge, techniques, skills, and modern
tools of the discipline to broadly-defined
engineering technology activities

No Mapping

PO#2 Applied Engineering Technology
Problems
The student will select and apply a
knowledge of mathematics, science,
engineering, and technology to engineering
technology problems that require the
application of principles and applied
procedures or methodologies

No Mapping

PO#3 Experiments and Applications of
Results
The student will conduct standard tests and
measurements; conduct, analyze, and
interpret experiments; and apply
experimental results to improve processes

No Mapping

PO#4 Engineering Technology Design
The student will design systems,
components, or processes for broadly-
defined engineering technology problems
appropriate to program educational

No Mapping
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objectives;

PO#5 Team Skills
The student will demonstrate the ability to
function effectively as a member or leader
on a technical team; (this would be
demonstrated in various ways including a
group capstone project)

No Mapping

PO#6 Engineering Technology Problem
Solving
The student will identify, analyze, and solve
broadly-defined engineering technology
problems;

No Mapping

PO#7 Communication
The student will apply written, oral, and
graphical communication in both technical
and non-technical environments; and an
ability to identify and use appropriate
technical literature;

No Mapping

PO#8 Continuing Professional Development
The student will demonstrate the
understanding of the need for and an ability
to engage in self-directed continuing
professional development; (this would be
done by taking continuing education
courses, or engaging in technical seminars,
conferences and workshops)

No Mapping

PO#9 Professional and Ethical
Responsibilities
The student will demonstrate the
understanding of and a commitment to
address professional and ethical
responsibilities including a respect for
diversity;

No Mapping

PO#10 Societal and Global Impact
The student will demonstrate a knowledge of
the impact of engineering technology
solutions in a societal and global context

No Mapping

PO#11 Professional Commitment
The student will exhibit a commitment to
quality, timeliness, and continuous
improvement in their profession.

No Mapping
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PO#1 Discipline
Tools

The student will
select and apply the

knowledge,
techniques, skills,

and modern tools of
the discipline to
broadly-defined

engineering
technology activities

PO#2 Applied
Engineering
Technology
Problems

The student will
select and apply a

knowledge of
mathematics,

science, engineering,
and technology to

engineering
technology problems

that require the
application of
principles and

applied procedures or
methodologies

PO#3 Experiments
and Applications of

Results
The student will

conduct standard
tests and

measurements;
conduct, analyze, and

interpret
experiments; and

apply experimental
results to improve

processes

PO#4 Engineering
Technology

Design
The student will
design systems,
components, or

processes for
broadly-defined

engineering
technology problems

appropriate to
program educational

objectives;

PO#5 Team Skills
The student will
demonstrate the
ability to function

effectively as a
member or leader on

a technical team;
(this would be

demonstrated in
various ways

including a group
capstone project)

PO#6 Engineering
Technology

Problem Solving
The student will

identify, analyze, and
solve broadly-

defined engineering
technology
problems;

PO#7
Communication

The student will apply
written, oral, and

graphical
communication in
both technical and

non-technical
environments; and an
ability to identify and

use appropriate
technical literature;

PO#8 Continuing
Professional

Development
The student will
demonstrate the

understanding of the
need for and an

ability to engage in
self-directed
continuing

professional
development; (this
would be done by
taking continuing

education courses, or
engaging in technical

seminars,
conferences and

workshops)

PO#9 Professional
and Ethical

Responsibilities
The student will
demonstrate the

understanding of and
a commitment to

address professional
and ethical

responsibilities
including a respect for

diversity;

PO#10 Societal
and Global Impact

The student will
demonstrate a

knowledge of the
impact of

engineering
technology solutions

in a societal and
global context

PO#11 Professional
Commitment
The student will

exhibit a
commitment to

quality, timeliness,
and continuous

improvement in their
profession.

Courses and Learning Activities

Courses and Activities Mapped to WW_BS Engineering Technology Outcome Set

ETEC490
ETEC490

ETEC495
ETEC495

ETEC420
ETEC420

ETEC415
ETEC415

ETEC410
ETEC410

ETEC315
ETEC315

ETEC310
ETEC310

RSCH202
RSCH202

ESCI206
ESCI206

MATH222
MATH222

ESCI202
ESCI202

MGNT203
MGNT203

ESCI204
ESCI204

CESC222
CESC222

CESC220
CESC220

ESCI201
ESCI201

ECON211
ECON211

ENGR120
ENGR120

ECON210
ECON210

HUMN330
HUMN330
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Introduced Practiced Mastered

Last Modified: 04/28/2014 10:48:15 AM

SOCI210
SOCI210

MATH242
MATH242

PHSY160
PHSY160

MGNT201
MGNT201

CHEM110L
CHEM110L

CHEM110
CHEM110

PHSY150
PHSY150

HUMN210
HUMN210

MATH241
MATH241

HUMN142
HUMN142

ENGR115
ENGR115

SPCH219
SPCH219

MATH143
MATH143

ENGL221
ENGL221

ENGR101
ENGR101

ENGL123
ENGL123
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PO#1 Discipline
Tools

The student will
select and apply the

knowledge,
techniques, skills,

and modern tools of
the discipline to
broadly-defined

engineering
technology activities

PO#2 Applied
Engineering
Technology
Problems

The student will
select and apply a

knowledge of
mathematics,

science, engineering,
and technology to

engineering
technology problems

that require the
application of
principles and

applied procedures or
methodologies

PO#3 Experiments
and Applications of

Results
The student will

conduct standard
tests and

measurements;
conduct, analyze, and

interpret
experiments; and

apply experimental
results to improve

processes

PO#4 Engineering
Technology

Design
The student will
design systems,
components, or

processes for
broadly-defined

engineering
technology problems

appropriate to
program educational

objectives;

PO#5 Team Skills
The student will
demonstrate the
ability to function

effectively as a
member or leader on

a technical team;
(this would be

demonstrated in
various ways

including a group
capstone project)

PO#6 Engineering
Technology

Problem Solving
The student will

identify, analyze, and
solve broadly-

defined engineering
technology
problems;

PO#7
Communication

The student will apply
written, oral, and

graphical
communication in
both technical and

non-technical
environments; and an
ability to identify and

use appropriate
technical literature;

PO#8 Continuing
Professional

Development
The student will
demonstrate the

understanding of the
need for and an

ability to engage in
self-directed
continuing

professional
development; (this
would be done by
taking continuing

education courses, or
engaging in technical

seminars,
conferences and

workshops)

PO#9 Professional
and Ethical

Responsibilities
The student will
demonstrate the

understanding of and
a commitment to

address professional
and ethical

responsibilities
including a respect for

diversity;

PO#10 Societal
and Global Impact

The student will
demonstrate a

knowledge of the
impact of

engineering
technology solutions

in a societal and
global context

PO#11 Professional
Commitment
The student will

exhibit a
commitment to

quality, timeliness,
and continuous

improvement in their
profession.

Courses and Learning Activities

= Aligned

Last Modified: 05/29/2019 04:13:14 PM

Courses and Activities Mapped to WW_BS Engineering Technology Outcome Set

2014-15
2014-15 Assessment Cycle

2015-16
2015-16 Assessment Cycle

2016-17
2016-17 Assessment Cycle

2017-18
2017-18 Assessment Cycle

2018-19
2018-19 Assessment Plan

2019-20
2019-2020 Assessment Plan
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2019-2020 Assessment Cycle

Assessment Plan

Measures

 WW_BS Engineering Technology Outcome Set

Outcome

Outcome: PO#5 Team Skills
The student will demonstrate the ability to function effectively as a member or leader on a technical
team; (this would be demonstrated in various ways including a group capstone project)

Measure: ETEC 415 Course Evaluation Question
Course level Indirect - Survey

Details/Description: A survey question is added to the course evaluation.

The question asks the student if "This course has

improved my ability to function effectively as a

member or leader of a team."

Criterion for Success: 90% of students will answer "Agree" or "Strongly

Agree"

Timeframe of Data
Collection:

End of each term when the course is taught

Key/Responsible
Personnel:

Course Monitor and Program Chair

Supporting Attachments:

Assessment-WW-COA-BSET-PO5.pdf (Adobe Acrobat Document)

Measure: ETEC 415 Peer Evaluation
Course level Direct - Other
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Details/Description: Previous assessments of this outcome has used a

total score of an assignment as a direct measure.

Being able to work as a team in order to complete

the assignment cannot be directly measured in a

total score. To better assess this outcome, some of

the numerical scores provided in the peer

evaluations will be used.

Three parts of the peer evaluation relate directly to

this outcome: participation, cooperation, and
leadership. The participation and cooperation will

be used for each student while the leadership will

be used only for team leaders.

The group project in this course is one of several

assignments that the students must complete. Using

the peer evaluation will assess how well students

work in a team while also completing individual

assignments concurrently.

Criterion for Success: Participation: 80% of students will score an 8 or

better.

Cooperation: 80% of students will score an 8 or

better.

Leadership: 80% of leaders will score an 8 or better.

Timeframe of Data
Collection:

End of each term when the course is taught

Key/Responsible
Personnel:

Course Monitor and Program Chair

Measure: ETEC 490 Second Peer Evaluation
Course level Direct - Other

Details/Description: Previous assessments of this outcome has used a
total score of an assignment as a direct measure.

Being able to work as a team in order to complete

the assignment cannot be directly measured in a

total score. To better assess this outcome, some of

the numerical scores provided in the peer

evaluations will be used.

Three parts of the peer evaluation relate directly to
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this outcome: participation, cooperation, and

leadership. The participation and cooperation will

be used for each student while the leadership will

be used only for team leaders.

Students complete a peer evaluation twice in ETEC

490: after the conceptual design and after the final
design. The peer evaluation after the final design

will be used since it incorporates the full course.

The purpose of ETEC 490 is to complete a group

design project. The peer evaluation will assess how

well students work in a team on a long-term project

that is the majority of their grade.

Criterion for Success: Participation: 80% of students will score an 8 or

better.

Cooperation: 80% of students will score an 8 or

better.

Leadership: 80% of leaders will score an 8 or better.

Timeframe of Data
Collection:

End of each term when the course is taught

Key/Responsible
Personnel:

Course Monitor and Program Chair

Outcome: PO#7 Communication
The student will apply written, oral, and graphical communication in both technical and non-technical
environments; and an ability to identify and use appropriate technical literature;

Measure: ETEC 490 Course Evaluation Question (Oral Communication)
Course level Indirect - Survey

Details/Description: A survey question is added to the course evaluation.

The question asks the student if "This course has

improved my ability to apply oral communication."

Criterion for Success: 90% of students will answer "Agree" or "Strongly

Agree"
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Timeframe of Data
Collection:

End of each term when the course is taught

Key/Responsible
Personnel:

Course Monitor and Program Chair

Supporting Attachments:

Assessment-WW-COA-BSET-PO7.pdf (Adobe Acrobat Document)

Measure: ETEC 490 Course Evaluation Question (Written Communication)
Course level Indirect - Survey

Details/Description: A survey question is added to the course evaluation.

The question asks the student if "This course has

improved my ability to apply written

communication, and an ability to identify and use

appropriate technical literature."

Criterion for Success: 90% of students will answer "Agree" or "Strongly

Agree"

Timeframe of Data
Collection:

End of term when the course is taught

Key/Responsible
Personnel:

Course Monitor and Program Chair

Supporting Attachments:

Assessment-WW-COA-BSET-PO7.pdf (Adobe Acrobat Document)

Measure: ETEC 490 Final Design Report
Course level Direct - Student Artifact

Details/Description: Previous assessment of this outcome used the total

score of the final design report. However, the total

score includes both technical content and the

ability to communicate . To better assess this

outcome, only the "Clarity of Explanations" portion

of the rubric will be used.
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Criterion for Success: Since this course is the capstone, a higher level of

attainment is expected. 80% of the students will

score 80% of greater in the "Clarity of

Explanations" portion of the rubric.

Timeframe of Data
Collection:

End of each term when the course is taught

Key/Responsible
Personnel:

Course Monitor and Program Chair

Measure: ETEC 490 Presentations
Course level Direct - Student Artifact

Details/Description: Previous assessment of this outcome used the total

score of the final design presentation. However, the

total score includes both technical content and the

ability to communicate . In ETEC 490, the student

give two presentations. After the first presentation

(conceptual design), students receive feedback and

should improve for the final design presentation.

Instead of using the total score of the presentation

in the assessment of the outcome, only the

"Presentation Skill" portion of the rubric will be

used.

Criterion for Success: Conceptual design presentation: Since this course

is the capstone, it is expected that students should

have some level of oral communication skills - 80%

of students will score 80% or better in the

"Presentation Skill" portion of the rubric.

Final design presentation: Since students have

received feedback from the conceptual

presentation, a higher level of attainment is

expected - 80% of students will score 90% or better

in the "Presentation Skill" portion of the rubric.

Timeframe of Data
Collection:

End of each term when the course is taught

Key/Responsible
Personnel:

Course Monitor and Program Chair
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